
Ring Top Post

The new proven standard 
in portable posts

Tangle Proof

Wear Proof

Stomp Proof

NEW 
Available in 
two heights



“Once I used the 
new Ring Top Post 
I didn’t want to go 
back to the old style” 
- On-farm prototype testing feedback

From carrying an armful of posts, 
to eliminating the risk of shorting 
the new Ring Top Post has been 
designed to make portable 
fencing easier.

With a head that will not wear 
through, a super strong foot 
plate that will not bend under 
pressure and a sleek design that 
significantly reduces tangling, 
the Ring Top Post combines more 
strength with less frustration.



Ring Top Post
G72313 - Tall version (850mm)
G72303 - Standard height version (728mm)

ELIMINATE SHORTING 
AND PREVENT 
WEARING THROUGH
Super tough over-moulded 
GF nylon head

SIGNIFICANTLY 
REDUCED TANGLING
Unique head centred 
over shaft with no 
protrusions or 
trapping points

TOUGH, UNBENDABLE 
FOOT PLATE
Over-moulded GF nylon 
foot design will not bend 
or deform. Can withstand 
200 kg of pressure

EASY TO USE
Blade design prevents 
rotation and eases install 
in hard ground as well 
as minimising tangling 
points. Flat section holds 
wire/tape down when 
crossing fence.

STRONG SHAFT AND 
SHOCK PREVENTION
Long insulation sections 
strengthen shaft and 
provide insulation 
when handling

(Patent Pending.
Registered Design.)

EASY TO DISTINGUISH 
BETWEEN MODELS
Different foot colour enables quick 
identification between versions.
• Black - Tall 850mm
• Orange - Standard 728mm

850mm

728mm*

NEW
MODEL

* White version for 728mm length coming soon.



Proven in testing 
and on farm

Comparative wear test results after

200m of braid wound 
through heads

Test results after dropping 
a weight onto foot

multiple times

faster to separate from a bundle 
than traditional pigtails

35%*

Six week prototype on farm usage programme 
across New Zealand combined with lab testing 
found the following compelling results:
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“When asked to put up 
a fence my staff argued 

over who got the new 
Ring Top Posts” 

GALLAGHER

FREE PHONE 1800 425 524
TEL +61 3 9308 7722

FAX 1800 337 949 

www.gallagher.co
sales.au@animal-management.gallagher.co

14 Somerton Park Drive,
Campbellfield, VIC 3061, Australia.
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